
PLAY – PRACTICE – PLAY Training Session 

TITLE:  PASSING V 
GOAL:  Improve passing 
PLAYER ACTIONS: dribble and pass leading to shooting 
KEY QUALITIES: technical execution, understand passing concepts 

AGE:  U7-U10  
MOMENT:  Passing 
DURATION:  60 min 

 

1st PLAY PHASE:  Intentional Free Play 

OBJECTIVE:  create passing and shooting chances 

SETUP: Mark out 20 x 14-yard field with two mini goals. Divide players 
into 3v3 or 4v4 depending on numbers. 

ACTION:  FREE PLAY! As real to the actual game.  Anytime ball goes out 
coach plays a new ball in. Keep them playing. 

COACHING POINTS: Encourage passing and movement – be enthusiastic 
– Ask questions! ENCOURAGE TO PASS, PASS, PASS 

Get the games going while players are showing up even if it’s 1v1 

 PRACTICE: Fast Two’s (moderate) 

OBJECTIVE:  learn to pass with a teammate 

SETUP: Mark out 7-10-yd lanes with cones at end; one lane for each pair 
of players (possibly up to 3 players per lane) 

ACTION:  Each lane dribbles the lane to cone and then passes back to 
teammate. Variations: 1. ball starts at the poll run to ball then adjust hips 
to pass. 2. How many passes can you make in one minute. Make it a 
competition. 

COACHING POINTS:  What part of the foot do you use to pass the ball? 

 

 

PRACTICE: Diamonds (challenging) 

OBJECTIVE:  learn to pass with a teammate 

SETUP: Mark out diamond with at least 8-yds apart; create a diamond for 
each set of four players or use one diamond and double-up players 

ACTION:  Pass around the grid breaking; rotate extra players into the 
diamond as required.  Advance to having players follow their pass to the 
next cone. 

COACHING POINTS:  How do we pass (heal down toe up); receive ball 
with the inside of foot letting the ball go across the body; adjust hips in 
line with target (next pass) 

 

2nd PLAY PHASE:  The Game 

OBJECTIVE:  create passing and shooting chances 

SETUP: Mark out 20 x 14-yard field with two mini goals. Divide players 
into 3v3 or 4v4 depending on numbers. 

ACTION:  FREE PLAY! As real to the actual game.  Anytime ball goes out 
coach plays a new ball in. Keep them playing. 

COACHING POINTS: Encourage passing and movement – be enthusiastic 
– Ask questions! ENCOURAGE TO PASS, PASS, PASS 

 


